1.4 Litre Advance® Container (One piece lid)
Model: VM58669 (Clear), VM58991 (Purple), VM58990 (Orange)

Greater Efficiency and Speed of Service
The Advance® container creates faster, smoother pouring and has a longer container and blade life.

Features
• Unique shape and design improves pourability, resulting in time and cost savings and an improved speed of service
• Built-in, dripless spout means less mess and waste
• Superior durability with double sealed bearings, provides a longer blade life
• Shatter-proof polycarbonate stackable container complete with Advance® blade assembly and one piece lid
• Operates with current machine programming or allows for new, more efficient programming
• Size 1.4 litre
• Available in clear, purple or orange colours with matching lids for different ingredients to reduce chances of allergen cross-contact

Specifications
Material: Polycarbonate
Description: High-impact, clear/stackable, complete with Advance® blade assembly and one piece lid
Model No: VM58669 (Clear Advance® container 1.4 litre)
Model No: VM58991 (Purple Advance® container 1.4 litre)
Model No: VM58990 (Orange Advance® container 1.4 litre)

Compatible Machines
VM50031 The Quiet One® On-Counter
VM51024 The Quiet One® In-Counter

All dimensions are nominal only.